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Introduction
After severe tropical Cyclone Larry smashed into the Cassowary Coast in March 
2006, we took a lunch break from the overwhelming task of clearing broken 
rainforest and debris. A Southern Cassowary sat near the verandah, stretched 
out her long neck and in that rumbling voice begged for food. She was starving; 
nature’s larder was bare, her food trees shredded toothpicks. This cyclone was 
a natural phenomenon but its devastation alerted me to native wildlife’s plight 
from destruction of their habitat for development.

I decided to write a play recognisably set in Far North Queensland that spoke 
our place names and drew attention to the evolutionary story of the Wet Tropics 
World Heritage Area. I would embed it with questions about inheritance and 
legacy, about caring for land, the environment and relationships, and respecting 
and acknowledging the right of other creatures to share the same habitat as us, 
including rare and endangered species which, after millions of years of changing 
climate, face an uncertain future. Central to the story would be the Southern 
Cassowary, a species from 30 million years ago, that has lived through more 
than 50,000 years of Indigenous occupation and after 200 years of European 
population is endangered. And inheritance? Should we expect to inherit from 
our parents? Is it incumbent upon each of us to leave the planet in a better state 
for those who follow? And what of the intergenerational legacies — the ‘sins of 
the fathers’, and the mothers?

But how to tell this story? In 2015 I joined JUTE Theatre Company’s writing 
program. I was delighted to find my writing was funny! What better way 
to spread a serious message about caring for our planet, families and fellow 
creatures than to wrap it in comedy? I learnt that “getting into the zone”, was a 
real thing and that you cannot push a creative process. As the characters grew, 
I could more clearly write the story from opposing viewpoints and bring into 
focus the need for balance in conserving natural heritage and managing the 
pressures and aspirations of a growing world population.  

Amos, whose parlance has almost disappeared from the Australian landscape, 
is a retired bulldozer driver and born again conservationist with a past. He is 
unwell and desperate to protect his rainforest block. His estranged daughter 
Paula wants to develop it into a resort. In the middle is his friend Josie, who has 
a secret. And then there’s Cyclone Cassie.

Different drafts took me to dark places and I despaired. But other writers 
producing works spurred my commitment to finishing. After an inspirational 
trip to the Galapagos I had another draft, which I pitched to JUTE in 2018. A 
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creative development followed in 2019 and To Kill A Cassowary opened for an 
eight-show season at Bulmba-ja Arts Centre on March 13, 2020. Opening night 
sold out and there was a standing ovation. A big house the next night — and 
then, not torrential rain nor a cyclone as you might expect in the tropics in 
March, but global pandemic COVID-19 hit. The production was shut down. 
The full stop after so many years was surreal but I took comfort in Rudyard 
Kipling’s ‘If ’ — “ … If you can meet with triumph and disaster and treat these 
two imposters just the same … ”

Fortunately, audience response and bookings encouraged JUTE to remount 
To Kill A Cassowary in March 2021. It enjoyed a successful eight-show season 
and great reviews and I hope the work will be produced by the big theatre 
companies and/or be made into a film set here in the beautiful Queensland Wet 
Tropics, one of the few places on the planet where two World Heritage areas lie 
side by side.

Laurie Trott
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Foreword
This is a play for our times. Humans have marshalled their collective knowledge 
to the point where we are (seemingly) in control over our sometimes messy and 
dangerous environment. We can fell trees, redirect waterways and smooth out 
the hills and valleys to make space for our temperature-controlled, perfectly 
symmetrical human-made structures. 

With so much “power” over our environment, this funny and poignant play asks 
how do we use that power wisely? As Josie says wryly in the play: “people have 
to live somewhere” — but how do we live in a way that honours the other living 
beings, both animal and vegetable, that we share this planet with? The play also 
reminds us that with all our so-called power, we can’t make it rain when we 
need it to, and we can’t stop it raining when we need it to stop. 

Laurie has managed to unpack these incredibly complex issues without being 
didactic or preachy. These urgent and timely themes form the background for a 
beautifully touching family dramedy where the glorious Cassowary Coast is as 
important a character as any of the humans on stage.

I fell in love with Far North Queensland after a family holiday when I was 10, 
and since then have been a regular visitor for work and play. Swimming in 
(croc-free!) creeks, walking through rainforests and snorkeling on the reef are 
amongst the most extraordinary experiences I’ve ever had. As we say in my 
family — it’s “God’s Own Country!” I was thrilled to be working with Laurie 
and JUTE on a play that puts that love of Far North Queensland centre stage. 
And it’s wonderful to now be introducing the playtext for readers and artists far 
and wide to enjoy. 

Bridget Boyle
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Notes
Characters

AMOS A retired bulldozer contractor and born-again 
conservationist in his seventies. He has a heart condition.

PAULA A businesswoman in her 30s. She is Amos’ estranged daughter.

JOSIE A conservation-minded woman. She is Amos’ neighbour 
and friend. 

TWO ADULT CASSOWARIES

PIG HUNTER 
& his DOGS Not seen but heard.

RADIO V/O Male or female

Setting

AMOS’ shack in a rainforest clearing by the beach at Floriade Bay, south of 
Cairns, in Far North Queensland, Australia.

Time

Now.

Author’s note 

Eh? AMOS sometimes says Eh? This is pronounced ‘A’ as in ABC.

Floriade Bay is pronounced FLOR-E-ARD
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To Kill a Cassowary

SCENE ONE
A beautiful sunny morning, exterior of a low-set, weather-
beaten shack in a clearing between the rainforest and 
the beach. An old fishing net stretched across part of 
the verandah railing displays a catch of assorted rubber 
thongs, floatsam collected by AMOS over the years. Three 
steps lead to a verandah untidily furnished with a table, 
a couple of cane chairs with faded cushions, a single bed 
with a mattress and a sweat-stained pillow, an antique 
transistor radio and a few empty, weather-beaten planter 
pots. A large tin pannikin sits on the table. An old-style 
barometer hangs on a nail on the wall. A spade is propped 
up against the verandah and a rusty bicycle leans against 
the side of the shack next to a battered kitchen sink and 
draining board that serves as a seed-potting table. A 
plastic bucket, rusty watering can and various potted 
rainforest tree seedlings sit on top.

There is a fresh ocean smell and the sound of waves 
breaking gently on the beach, interspersed with a little bird 
song from the forest.

AMOS has a ‘cassowary helmet’ made from a sink 
plunger and some driftwood on his head as he walks 
from the beach carrying two fish. He wears only a pair of 
ragged shorts.

He holds the fish up, level with his face. He bows.

AMOS I thank you.
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AMOS makes a booming sound and begins his ‘cassowary 
dance’. He holds a fish in each hand against his torso, flaps 
his elbows out to the sides and struts with a jerky gait. He is 
enjoying himself.

The sound of a helicopter flying close and low violates the 
peace. AMOS stops and looks up.

He steps back into the forest edge and is immediately invisible.

The helicopter shadow passes overhead. It passes overhead 
twice more then flies off.

AMOS is camouflaged against the forest, now on the other side 
of the shack. He steps back into the clearing, cocks his head to 
make sure the helicopter has gone.  He stalks up to his shack.

SFX: ‘Ping’.

 Eh? Who’s there?

SFX: ‘Ping’.

He stalks up the steps, drops the fish on the table and picks 
up a smart phone. He shouts at it.

 I can’t hear ya. Eh? Whaddya want? Oh.

He holds it to his ear.

 Hello?

He pokes ineffectually at the buttons.

 Where’d I put me bloody glasses! 

AMOS drops the phone into a planter pot. 

 Hold on!

He exits into the shack.
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 [off] Oh, ya little bugger. Damn! Shit! What’s got into you? Told 
ya before, stay outside! Steady. Take it eassssssyyyy. Gotcha!

AMOS enters with his spectacles on a piece of string around 
his neck and holding a brownish-striped snake by the head. He 
marches down the steps and tosses the snake into the forest.

 Take the hint mate!

AMOS stares out to a calm sea beneath a clear sky. He sniffs 
the air deeply, scours the sky, stares back out to sea.

 Shit, eh?

AMOS taps the barometer. He remembers the fish.

AMOS places a fish at the base of a huge Milky Pine tree on 
the forest edge. He bows to the tree.

 Can’t get down there today mate, footy knees giving me gyp.

AMOS leans against the tree and lets out a contented sigh. 
The gentle breaking of waves on the beach can be heard, along 
with bird song (Fig Birds, Metallic Starlings, Orange-Footed 
Scrubfowls, Sulphur-Crested Cockatoos … )

AMOS absent-mindedly scratches his crutch.

 Eh?

AMOS peers into the rainforest.

 I can see ya. Told ya before. I’m not feeding ya. You’ll start 
hassling people and then we’ll all be in the shit. That fish is 
not for you so don’t you touch it — !

The helicopter is back.

 Not a-bloody-gain!

The helicopter shadow passes overhead.
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 [shouts] Piss off! You can stick ya flamin’ money up ya arse!

AMOS stalks back to the shack. He rubs his chest.

A Cassowary in the shadows whips away the fish from the 
base of the tree. AMOS slumps onto the steps. He takes off 
his cassowary helmet and drops it on the ground.

 What’s a bloke supposed to do?

SCENE TWO
Late morning, exterior of AMOS’ shack.

AMOS stands at the sink at the side of the shack potting 
seeds from a large cassowary scat. He whistles/hums as he 
works. He wears his cassowary helmet.

He cocks his head to the side.

JOSIE [off] Amos, Amos. Hellooo! 

AMOS melts into the camouflage of the forest. 

 Amos?

JOSIE enters with a small esky. She stops to enjoy the view. 
She puts down the esky, closes her eyes, holds out her arms 
to the side, palms up and, smiling, turns in a slow circle, 
soaking in the ambience, the sea air, the sunshine. She 
stops, opens her eyes.

JOSIE screams.

 Shit, Amos!

AMOS, minus his helmet, is standing right in front of 
her, smiling.
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 You’re looking mighty pleased with yourself. And a whole 
lot better.

AMOS I’ve found a solution to my dilemma, girlie…. 

JOSIE Amos!

AMOS Um, young lady. It came to me while chatting with the 
Milky Pine.

AMOS points at the Milky Pine.

JOSIE Chatting?

AMOS A beauty, isn’t she?

AMOS looks at JOSIE with a big smile on his face.

 They used to make school blackboards from the timber. 
She’s me ‘Tree of Knowledge’. One of the few big ones 
left on the block when I came here. Probably here when 
Captain Cook sailed past.

JOSIE What, yesterday?

AMOS gives her a look.

 Nah, keep going.

AMOS It’s the deep roots, ya know. Keeps ‘em standing up in a blow. 

JOSIE Like the Tree of Life — connecting the earth to the universe. 
The old people probably watched it grow. Still are. 

AMOS Won’t be a tic.

AMOS walks up the stairs to his filleting bench on the 
verandah. He drops his cassowary helmet on the table.

JOSIE The sea looks stunning. So calm.

AMOS holds up a fish carcass, showing off his prowess 
with the knife.
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AMOS There’s nothin’ so honest as a dead fish! 

JOSIE There is nothing honest about death. It just is. 

JOSIE follows AMOS on to the verandah.

AMOS wraps the fillets in newspaper and holds the parcel 
out to JOSIE. SMILING.

AMOS It’s … I dunno what it is.

JOSIE passes him the meal from her esky and puts the fish 
in its place.

JOSIE It’s a new recipe — carrots with kale and cassava.

AMOS Your tucker’s always welcome here. The fridge is full of it. 

JOSIE Amos!

AMOS We’ve been mates for some time now.

AMOS smiles warmly at her, drops the meal on the table. 

JOSIE        Ten years I reckon. I think we met when … / 

AMOS            Park your arse, err … sit down. Please.

AMOS is not listening to JOSIE; he’s a man on a mission.

JOSIE Sorry, mate, can’t stay today … / 

AMOS Just a tic. 

He exits into the shack.

JOSIE Do you want anything in town? I need to get some 
paints and … /

AMOS reappears with a long-necked beer bottle and two 
glasses. He smiles at JOSIE.

 Not for me.
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AMOS [Smiling] A celebration.

AMOS fills both glasses.

JOSIE Celebration?

AMOS holds a glass out to her. Pats the seat beside him.

 Bit early in the day, Amos.

AMOS Sit down … please. [He smiles encouragingly at JOSIE.] A toast!

JOSIE Toast?

AMOS To us!

JOSIE Us? Oh-oh

AMOS I’ve thought a lot about us, Josie, / and … 

JOSIE Gotta go! Got things to do.

AMOS tries to hold JOSIE’s hand.

JOSIE snatches her hand away and is about to flee.

AMOS Ah! Wait up.

JOSIE See ya.

AMOS Never was much good at this fatherly stuff.

JOSIE is relieved and bemused.

JOSIE Fatherly!

They look up as a helicopter approaches; its shadow passes 
over the clearing. JOSIE turns her face away.

 They’re a bad omen. I’ve seen it in the runes.

AMOS bares his teeth and shakes his fist defiantly towards 
the sky. 
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AMOS Flamin’ mongrels! Where was I? I’ve found me solution! 

JOSIE After chatting to the tree.

AMOS This is important! I’m leaving this place to you. In me will.

AMOS smiles hugely at a disconcerted JOSIE.

JOSIE You want to leave this — acres of prime beachfront to me? 

AMOS And rainforest!

JOSIE I don’t know what to say.

There is an awkward pause.

AMOS How about … ‘thank you’? You’re perfect for this place.

JOSIE You know nothing about me. 

AMOS More than you think.

JOSIE looks at him sharply.

 You’d make sure those greedy bastards [He jerks his thumb 
skywards] don’t get their hands on it. Or Paula.

JOSIE I don’t want to be the meat in anyone’s sandwich! 

AMOS Not a problem.

JOSIE Wills can always be contested. It might be YOUR last will 
and testament but it doesn’t always hold once you’re dead. 

AMOS Don’t want her to have it. I’ll make that clear!

JOSIE But she’s your daughter, your own flesh and blood. Surely 
she deserves … /

AMOS Who says you have to leave something to a kid you haven’t 
seen for years?  Just because of some accident of birth …

JOSIE Creating a new life is a bit more than an accident … 
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AMOS You’re twisting me words. I don’t know the girl — woman. 

JOSIE You should be grateful you’ve got a child to give it to. 

AMOS Thought you, of all people, would be pleased.

JOSIE picks up the meal. Holds it out to him.

JOSIE Please eat some of it.

AMOS ignores her.

 I can’t be your gatekeeper.

AMOS Ya love nature and the cassowaries, feel the same way about 
the forest as I do. Think of it as me legacy — to you.

She puts the meal back on the table.

JOSIE See you next / time.

AMOS And, well, you’re not exactly flush with money …

JOSIE I pay my own way! I don’t rely on handouts, like a lot of others 
around here. I can’t afford to pay your rates as well as mine.

AMOS Rates?

JOSIE The recurring theme. You know, death and taxes. 

AMOS Easy, sell your place and keep mine.

JOSIE I love my place.

AMOS Reef and rainforest and … really?

JOSIE Imagine how Paula would feel if you left this place to me 
and not her.

AMOS She’ll get over it! Just think about it, eh Josie?

JOSIE She’s your daughter. 
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AMOS Nooooo, no, no, no no, no!

AMOS snatches up his cassowary helmet and jams it on 
his head. He holds his hands over his ears and begins a 
deep booming sound.

JOSIE Amos, she obviously wants to reconnect. She sent you that 
iphone for Christmas. They’re not cheap …

AMOS Boooommmmmm, bbbooommmm …

AMOS begins a strutting-style ‘dance’, bobbing his head. 
He gets into rhythm and drops his arms. He holds them 
by his sides and flaps his hands as he struts and turns in a 
combination of goose-stepping and Irish dancing.

JOSIE is stunned. AMOS stops dancing.

 Me Cassowary Dance. Made it up.

AMOS reaches for JOSIE’s hand. JOSIE puts her hands 
behind her back. AMOS continues ‘booming’ and dancing.

JOSIE It’s not like any cassowary dance that I’ve ever seen… I 
won’t fight her for it, Amos.

AMOS comes to an abrupt stop.

 I’m not setting foot inside a courtroom ever again.

AMOS [Breathless] Yeah, and what if them flamin’ developers get 
in her ear and she decides she wants to flog the joint off?

JOSIE You could write out an agreement, get her to commit …

AMOS Just like everything else in this bloody so-called paradise. 
[Sotto voce as in a smooth advertisement] ‘Floriade Bay, 
naturally beautiful, do what ya like to bugger the place up. 
Easier to get a pardon than a permit’!
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JOSIE Plenty of that goes on all right. You’ll just have to open her 
eyes, to see what’s/ really

AMOS All they see in the beauty of the joint is the money they can 
make out of it. Not what makes it special. Wanna tame it and 
make it like every other flamin’ place they’ve ‘discovered’.

JOSIE ‘Lurving’ it to death?

AMOS Filling it up with McDonalds and shops and flamin’ bloody 
suburbia. Cars and roamin’ dogs and stuff the cassowaries 
and every other living soul that was here first. Me flamin’ 
Indigenous mates are right — it IS an invasion …

JOSIE Shame you can’t lock the place up! People have got to 
live somewhere.

AMOS What craws my guts is that I can’t protect even this little bit.

AMOS slumps on the steps, dejected.

JOSIE pushes past him down to the clearing. She regards 
him for a moment then puts her esky down. She reaches 
for his hand.

JOSIE [Humouring him.] Come on mate, show me how it’s done. 
Your Cassowary Dance.

AMOS smiles a sneaky smile, takes a breath and resumes 
his Cassowary Dance.

JOSIE imitates his movements.

PAULA arrives, sweating profusely. She is overdressed in 
a smart outfit and heels and carries a briefcase, a suitcase 
and a hatbox.

PAULA stares at AMOS and JOSIE incredulously. Has she 
interrupted some sort of mating ritual?

PAULA Dad?
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AMOS stares; looks PAULA up and down.

AMOS Paula?

PAULA combs her fingers through her hair, smiles a 
nervous smile at AMOS. He does not see her.

PAULA Am I interrupting something?

AMOS says quietly to JOSIE:

AMOS Mention the she-devil and she appears.

AMOS staggers a little. He removes his cassowary helmet 
and stalks back to the shack.

PAULA Dad!

AMOS turns and looks at her. There is a long, awkward 
silence. They are unsure what to do.

JOSIE approaches PAULA with her hand out.

JOSIE Hello, I/

PAULA flashes her a fake smile.

PAULA DAD! I texted you to say I was coming. 

AMOS Texted? What/

JOSIE Your phone, Amos.

AMOS Hate the flamin’ thing. Said I didn’t want it in the first place. 

PAULA I heard [pause] you’d been sick. Like, really sick.

AMOS continues to stare at PAULA.

PAULA gives a little laugh.

 I didn’t know what to expect. You’re looking better than I 
thought you might.
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AMOS And you look like a Sydney … tart!

Beat.

PAULA is hurt but quickly hides it.

JOSIE Amos! G’day Paula/

PAULA I thought you might be glad to see me, considering. 

AMOS False alarm. Fit as a fiddle.

JOSIE I live next door, just down the road and/

PAULA I’ve quit my job; found a temporary home for Princess Leia!

AMOS climbs the steps to his shack.

 I knew better than to bring a ‘predatory animal’ to the 
rainforest.

AMOS Told you not to come.

PAULA I was worried about you. We’re all we’ve got. 

JOSIE I’m Josie.

PAULA looks questioningly from JOSIE to AMOS.

PAULA  You’ve already got a carer? 

AMOS Don’t need a flamin’ carer! 

PAULA Who … ?

AMOS Josie, this is Paula, a.k.a. Miss — sorry, Ms — La-di-dah, 
from the big smoke. This is Josie, my — friend.

PAULA I’m his

PAULA & AMOS Daughter.

JOSIE You’re from Sydney, aren’t you? Did you have a good flight?
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PAULA [To AMOS, ignoring JOSIE] So you do talk about me! 
Good things, I hope?

JOSIE Must be lovely to have your daughter here, Amos! 

AMOS I know why you’ve come and you can forget it. 

AMOS retreats inside.

PAULA finally turns her attention to JOSIE as she stands 
holding the esky.

JOSIE I bring meals over for your Dad. Keep an eye on him.

PAULA Oh, Joanie, thanks so much but he won’t be needing Meals 
on Wheels.

JOSIE laughs.

JOSIE Josie — not Joanie. And it’s not Meals on Wheels. More like 
‘Food on Foot’. I make a little extra of whatever I’m having 
and he gives me fish. Like our own community pantry.

PAULA I’m here now. You don’t need to bother any more.

JOSIE It’s no bother [pause], and that’s your dad’s decision to 
make, isn’t it?

PAULA turns to walk up the stairs.

 He’s got his routine, he’s used to it. 

PAULA You make him sound like a baby.

JOSIE He’s old, and he’s been very unwell.

PAULA Old and sick people are vulnerable, aren’t they? 

JOSIE That’s why they need someone to look out for them. 

PAULA That’s why I’m here. So he doesn’t have to go into care. 

PAULA climbs the steps to the verandah.
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JOSIE Amos would die in a home!

PAULA This view!  It’s better than I imagined! It really is to die for, 
isn’t it?

PAULA smiles gleefully down at JOSIE. She gives a 
dismissive little wave goodbye and turns back to the view.

SCENE THREE
Morning, several days later. Exterior of AMOS’ shack.

AMOS holds his large tin pannikin.

AMOS Go ya little ratbags! Yee-har!

PAULA enters wearing a dressing gown over long pyjamas. 
She carries a cup and saucer.

PAULA Good morning Dad.

AMOS ignores her. Or maybe he hasn’t heard?

 [Louder] What’s going on?

AMOS Three of the little buggers are lairising — chasing each 
other through the forest. Having a ball!

PAULA Not sure if … [I understand]

AMOS Orange-Footed Scrubfowls, rusty-brown jokers, about so 
high [indicates about 30cm], orange legs and an arrow-
shaped head.

PAULA returns a blank look.

 Ya musta heard ‘em. Arrrk Garrrk Bbbbbbrrrrrrr … 

PAULA Oh, yeah, [rolls her eyes]. Not!
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AMOS Wish you could see the magic in the forest — before you go.

PAULA Magic?

AMOS Remember when you were little we’d see mushrooms and 
pretend they were fairy rings —

PAULA Yeah.

AMOS There are mushrooms, or fungi, here that glow in the dark — 

PAULA Magic mushrooms!

AMOS Phosphorescent fungi! 

PAULA Party time!

AMOS Luminous. Like glow worms or fire flies. Neat, eh? Ya’ve 
gotta love nature. It’s amazing. 

PAULA Wow!

AMOS We’ve got a lot in common with the forest.

PAULA Remember when I was a tree in the grade three 
pantomime — oh no, that’s right, you didn’t go.

AMOS Talking about fungus.

PAULA Had a fungal infection in my big toe nail once.

AMOS [Evangelical] It’s a closed ecosystem, everything in balance. 
The leaves and branches fall and the bacteria and fungi break 
them down into nutrients for the plants — then it starts all 
over again. Plants are the lungs of the planet — they take in 
our carbon dioxide and pump out oxygen. Ya’ve got to be 
thankful for that!

PAULA Wow. Who’d have thought there was so much going on in a 
bit of old bush.
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AMOS Mate! They reckon there are medical cures in the forest 
just waiting to be discovered. You see, underneath it all 
we’re like the trees — our cell structure’s pretty much the 
same. One big happy family!

Beat.

PAULA Just like us.

AMOS And the cassowary is at the centre of everything. It grows 
the rainforest, kiddo. Especially the big stuff. Eats the fruits 
and drops them to sprout in poo fertiliser. The tree gives 
food to the bird and the bird spreads its seeds! There ya 
have it. In a nutshell.

PAULA Boom-boom.

AMOS And the dad raises the chicks!

PAULA WHAT! You mean a freakin’ bird could have taught you a 
thing or two about being a father?

AMOS Hmmph! Probably.

PAULA puts her hand out to touch her father. Thinks 
better of it.

 The local Indigenous people around here have a story 
about the cassowary. They reckon he was a bad fella who 
ate food he shouldn’t have eaten so they chopped his arms 
off. And that’s why they’re flightless birds.

A helicopter flies over, casting its shadow across the clearing.

PAULA What’s with the helicopters?

AMOS gives PAULA a damning look.

AMOS Flamin’ developers! I reckon. 

PAULA Developers?
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AMOS Josie thinks it’s the government. She’s paranoid about the 
government.

PAULA [Quietly] Trippy hippie. [Brightly] You know we’re sitting 
on a goldmine here, Dadda.

AMOS The only thing you’re sittin’ on is your arse. 

Pause.

An Orange-Footed Scrubfowl calls from the forest.

PAULA That’s rude.

Another answers it.

AMOS A bloke’s used ta livin’ on his own! 

PAULA They’re cool, those scrub chooks … 

AMOS Scrub fowls!

PAULA I never realised you knew so much about the birds and the 
forest. You could be a consultant!

AMOS grunts.

PAULA moves towards AMOS.

 Dadda, I’m amazed at what we’ve - you’ve — got here. 
It’s just so, so … special! [PAULA paints the words in the 
air, as they might appear on a sign or advertisement.] It’s 
‘Nature’s Paradise’/

AMOS Yep, paradise for cassowaries.

PAULA … and it would be plain wrong to lock it all away … I 
mean your encyclopaedic knowledge/

AMOS What are ya flamin’ talkin’ about?
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PAULA … about nature and the cassowaries. We should share the 
good news. Have little tours or something so you can teach 
people about ‘rainforest magic’.

AMOS Mate, there’s an airport bus this afternoon …

PAULA Dadda, you could be an environmental warrior in your 
own back yard! Helping to educate holidaymakers about 
the World Heritage values, like they do at that fabbie eco-
resort down on the bay/

AMOS Resort!

AMOS gets up suddenly. His chair falls over. PAULA 
starts, cowers with a fleeting look of fear.

There is an embarrassed silence. An old memory hangs in 
the air.

 I’m not well, Paula.

An Orange-Footed Scrubfowl calls; another calls in response.

PAULA Awww! Go and have a sleep. You heard the doctor.

AMOS She said rest, not sleep. How can I sleep when I’ve gotta 
keep one eye open on you.

PAULA I’m your carer. We have an agreement. You can sleep to 
your heart’s content.

AMOS While ya plot and scheme! I know you’re up to something.
 Always on that flamin’ phone, talking to God knows who. 

PAULA Some of us have to work!

AMOS You just pretend to care about me and me health/

PAULA If you don’t like this arrangement, mate, we could always 
find a bed for you at Silky Oak Park. I’m sure your friend 
Joanie would want the best for you/
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AMOS She wouldn’t! You better not/ 

PAULA It’s happy days here with me or …

AMOS I’m not goin’ into any flamin’ home! To be fed porridge 
and have somebody wipe my arse.

There is a tense stand-off.

 I’m going to check my lines. Might have a fish for dinner. 

PAULA I — don’t — eat — meat.

AMOS It’s not meat, it’s fish. Everybody eats fish.

AMOS stalks off.

PAULA [Calls after him.] Just think about it!

PAULA checks her phone.

 [Calls out]  Dad? Why won’t you just talk about it? You 
won’t even listen to me. I’ve given up everything for you. 
Even my cat. Fuck!

SCENE FOUR
Early afternoon. AMOS lies snoring on the verandah bed. 
PAULA enters from the house. She is dressed in long pants 
tucked into socks, a  long-sleeved shirt and a hat with 
netting on it. She slips on a pair of gardening gloves.

She looks expectantly at AMOS. She sits. She fans herself 
with a magazine; checks her watch.

PAULA Jeez, look at the time. 

AMOS stops snoring. And breathing. PAULA walks over 
to him.
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 Dadda? Dad? Hey, old fella! Shit!

PAULA leans over him and puts her ear to his chest.

AMOS lets out an enormous fart, snorts and wakes 
himself up.

 You’re disgusting! 

AMOS What have I done now?

PAULA Polluting the planet, that’s what. 

AMOS What are ya doing in that get up?

PAULA I thought we could take a walk and check our boundary 
[pause] so you can show me some more rainforest ‘magic’. 

AMOS You’ll probably die of heat stroke.

PAULA I hate bugs and creepy crawlies. Especially leeches, 
disgusting little suckers!

AMOS Don’t forget the plants. 

PAULA What?

AMOS Stinging Trees.

PAULA Get out! Trees that attack you? Like the Whomping Willow 
from Harry Potter? 

AMOS Harry who?

PAULA Don’t worry about it.

AMOS Gotta be careful around these trees. Heart-shaped leaves with 
fine silica hairs that stick into your skin. So painful that …

PAULA That’s it! Forget it. I’m not going! Freaking magic all right! 
I’m trying to make an effort here but I’m just about over it! 
[pause] Why couldn’t you plant some nice Australian trees?
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AMOS is astounded.

AMOS These are Australian native trees. They go back to flamin’ 
Gondwana.

PAULA I mean proper native trees. Like Blue Gums. 

AMOS Give me bloody strength!

PAULA Everybody likes Blue Gums!

AMOS stands.

AMOS Give us a hand to pot up those rainforest seeds and I’ll tell 
ya about Gondwana and the plant and animal ark.

PAULA Ark? Noah’s Ark? It was here?

AMOS That’s good! Noah parked his ark on Mt Bartle Frere! 

PAULA What’s so funny?

PAULA clomps down the steps to the sink beside the house.

 Where are the seeds? 

AMOS There. On the sink.

PAULA [Grabs a handful] What is this shit? 

AMOS Cassowary scat.

PAULA Scat? 

AMOS Shit!

PAULA throws off her gloves.

PAULA Bird shit! Disgusting! You are seriously weird!

AMOS Josie and me collect the scats. We’re growing cassowary 
food trees.
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PAULA Where are the freakin’ normal people?

AMOS Probably waiting for ya back in Sydney. With ya mangey cat. 
There’s a three o’clock bus to Cairns airport.

AMOS watches as PAULA peels off her shoes and hat and 
clothes down to shorts and singlet.

AMOS Steady up!

PAULA Can’t even have a father-daughter moment with you! Shoulda 
known it was too much to ask! I’m going to the beach!

AMOS [Calls after her] Don’t forget the deadly Box Jellyfish … 

PAULA [Off] Aaaaggghhhh!

AMOS smiles and lies back down.

SCENE FIVE
Mid-morning several days later. PAULA is standing in the 
yard on the phone, looking out to sea.

JOSIE arrives from the forest track. She has a screen-printed 
calico bag over her shoulder. PAULA does not see her.

PAULA … sorry … making progress, yeah, yeah. Once he’s signed 
it over to me…what? yes, of course he’s going to sign … 
[PAULA crosses her fingers.] … so I’ll have skin in the game 
and with your capital we can leverage [lev-er-edge] enough 
money for the build. Well yeah, with Jong Li on board and 
… sorry? Oh, superannuation funds? … Even better! That’s 
terrific. By the time you get here I’ll have it, I promise. 
When are … hello? Hello? Shit!
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PAULA holds the phone in the air and walks around trying 
to find a phone signal.

JOSIE Hello!

PAULA What’s with the mobile network here? I thought this stupid 
NBN was supposed to fix communication problems! Even 
third-world countries have got a better flaming phone 
system than us! It works perfectly fine in Sydney.

JOSIE Flamin’ eh? You said flamin’.

PAULA I said freaking, this freaking lack of phone reception. 

JOSIE Some of us like it that way.

PAULA Do you even have a phone? What do you want, anyway?

JOSIE I’ve brought my runes. You said you’d like me to read 
your runes. 

PAULA  I haven’t got time for that. I’m dealing with the real world. 
I’ve got to get some reception.

PAULA heads off towards the beach with her phone.

PAULA passes AMOS on the way. AMOS is carrying a 
handful of rubber thongs. PAULA doesn’t notice and walks 
with her phone in the air.

 Good catch?

AMOS Not bad. Fish were a bit fussy though.

PAULA Lucky you’re such a great fisherman, me dear old Dad.

AMOS gives her a strange look.

AMOS Yair, got you a nice bit of sole. 

PAULA Nice, is it?

AMOS Can be a bit rubbery.
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PAULA See ya.

PAULA exits. JOSIE is leaving. 

AMOS Josie!

JOSIE Oh, g’day Amos. Beautiful day, hey? 

AMOS Fish aren’t bitin’.

JOSIE Looks like you’ve got a good catch of something there. 

AMOS reveals his catch of three rubber thongs.

JOSIE laughs.

 The world is leaving its shoes at your doorstep, Amos! 
Thongs anyway.

AMOS Yair, good ol’ Aussie work boots, Japanese safety boots. 

JOSIE Flip flops! Jandals!

AMOS Susie Wongs. Hammer and tongs.

JOSIE Hammer and tongs? Haven’t heard that one. You’re a dying 
breed, mate. Oh, I didn’t mean …

AMOS There’s plenty of life in this old coot. But just in case 
[He looks over his shoulder towards the beach], have ya 
thought any more about me offer?

JOSIE Still thinking.

AMOS carefully selects a place for the new additions to the 
fishing net draped over his verandah.

 Amos, you’re an ar-teest.

AMOS I call it me ‘Internet’. I catch the inter-national crap that 
floats the oceans. I reckon some of these hammer and 
tongs have come all the way from South America.
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JOSIE South America?

AMOS Yairs, reckon it must be the tides. There was a bloke once, 
back in ’64 if me memory serves me rightly. He set out on a 
raft to sail all the way from Peru to Sydney.

JOSIE Another boat person?

AMOS He ended up at Tully Heads. It’s not far — just think, he 
coulda landed here. Tide must have washed him in. Who’d 
‘ave thought! Why would he end up, of all the places in the 
world, at Tully flamin’ Heads?

JOSIE What makes you think the thongs come from South America? 

AMOS dons the spectacles that hang on string around his neck.

AMOS There. It’s written on ‘em. Ipanema — Ee-pa-knee-ma. It’s a 
beach in Brazil! There used to be a popular thong too …

JOSIE That’s thick [sick]!

He does a little hip-swinging dance as he sings:

AMOS I’ll thing you a thong about a sheila from Ipanema … dee-
dee-dee-dee …

JOSIE laughs and claps her hands in time.

 Yeah, baby!

JOSIE Eeeh-ah!

AMOS backs off …

AMOS … but I can’t remember how it goes … something like …
dee-dee-dee-dee-dee. OH!

JOSIE Are you ok!

AMOS clutches his hip and hobbles back to the net.
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AMOS Crikey, this getting old business has got knobs on it! Ya 
know, you look at the old folks when you’re a kid and you 
just can’t imagine that the same flamin’ thing is waitin’ for 
you to march down the years.

JOSIE Better than the alternative.

AMOS Hmmm, maybe. Look at this one! Haviana — all the way 
from Coo-bar [Cuba]!

JOSIE Mate! It’s a brand, eh! You know, like Fourex!

AMOS laughs, thinks he’s clever.

AMOS Paula was the artist in the family. Always paintin’ flamin’ 
pictures. Houses and buildings mostly.

JOSIE Ah, the built environment. You know architecture is art.

AMOS stands back, appraises and indicates his shack.

AMOS Say no more.

 Yairs, Paula wanted to be an architect when she was a little 
kid. Or was it an engineer? Always buildin’ cubbies and 
things out of mud and sticks. Usual crap.

JOSIE You’re proud of her, aren’t you.

AMOS Steady up. It’s easy to love your kids when they’re little. 
Then they try to take over the world.

JOSIE So they should. And inher … /

AMOS Not my world. Why’s she here all of a sudden? 

JOSIE She heard you were really sick.

AMOS Yair, and … ? I don’t trust ‘er; don’t trust any of that shiny-
arsed city mob. A famous bloke once said “God made the 
country and man made the city”.
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JOSIE Oh, so you think you’re on God’s side and Paula’s doing the 
work/of the

PAULA arrives from the beach, smiling.

AMOS Speak of the devil! Right on cue.

JOSIE Your dad says you wanted to be an architect?

PAULA I’m a project manager.

JOSIE Oh, an engineer.

PAULA No, a project manager.

AMOS Shame there’s no projects here to manage. 

PAULA You never know, do you?

She bounds up the steps and into the shack.

AMOS Now what’s she up to! 

PAULA returns with her hatbox. 

 Off to the races?

PAULA opens the box and lovingly takes out a hard hat 
inscribed with the word “BOSS”.

AMOS and JOSIE stare at PAULA as she parades with it 
on her head.

PAULA Well? 

AMOS Nice hat?

PAULA My boss presented me with this hard hat when I finished 
my first job as project manager. A small block of flats on 
the North Shore. It came in on time and on budget.

PAULA gives AMOS a sweet smile.
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SCENE SIX
Early morning, exterior of AMOS’ shack.

AMOS drops PAULA’s phone into a plant pot. He moves 
over to the old sink and pots up some rainforest seedlings. 
He is dressed only in a pair of ragged y-fronts with his 
rosary beads around his neck.

PAULA appears on the verandah dressed in yoga gear. She 
carries a coffee mug in one hand and a yoga mat in the 
other. She looks over the railing.

PAULA You’re up early.

AMOS Early bird catches the worm. Wanna get these seedlings under 
way. Reckon we might be needing a heap of them soon.

PAULA watches him work.

PAULA Are we a religious family? 

AMOS No.

PAULA What’s with the rosary beads?

AMOS These? [He grabs them with a dirty hand.] They gave ’em to 
me in the hospital. I’m hedging me bets.

PAULA laughs.

PAULA Good luck with that!

PAULA walks down the stairs. AMOS leaves the potting bench 
and stands looking out to sea. He has a hole in the back of his 
underpants. He idly scratches his backside as he sniffs the air.

 Gross! Go and put on some clothes! You haven’t even 
looked at those new outfits I got you.

AMOS Nag, nag, nag. Worse than ya flamin’ mothe … [He thinks 
better of going there.]
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PAULA sets up her yoga mat in the yard. Does a couple of 
stretches, Downward Dog, Sun Salutation etc. then settles 
into the lotus position.

AMOS walks up the stairs and taps the barometer.

 Pressure’s dropped.

AMOS grabs a K-Mart shopping bag off the verandah 
table. He pulls on a loud flowery shirt and mismatches it 
with red-checked shorts. The labels are still attached.

PAULA Ohm … ohm … ohm/ 

AMOS Ta-da!

PAULA Ohm, ohm, ohm … 

AMOS Ta-da!

PAULA opens her eyes, sighs.

PAULA You just don’t get it, do you.

PAULA closes her eyes and resumes her chanting.

 Ohm, ohm, ohm/

AMOS Prefer it if ya didn’t tell Josie any old stories. I don’t want 
her to get … upset. She’s had enough to worry about.

PAULA Ohm/

AMOS I’m a changed man. Ya just don’t want to acknowledge it. 

PAULA Ohm/

AMOS That’s why Josie and me click. She changed her life, too. 
After she lost her kids/and

PAULA [PAULA opens an eye] Oh/hmmmm [and quickly closes it 
again], ohm, ohm/
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AMOS Wait till ya get to know her, Paula, she’s a bonzer sheila! 
A real good person. She loves the forest. And she paints 
pictures and sells them to help poor kids.

PAULA Aaagghh! So now she’s a freakin’ Picasso! I’m sick of 
hearing about ‘Saint Joanie the Good’.

AMOS Steady up.

PAULA I’m a good person too but you don’t know me! I donate 
to the Salvos when they knock. I use bamboo straws. I 
recycle my rubbish and pick up other people’s crap on 
the Australia Day clean-up.  And Princess Leia is a 100% 
inside cat so she can’t kill wildlife.

AMOS You live in a flamin’ high rise.

There is an uncomfortable silence. PAULA sighs, rolls up 
her yoga mat and heads for the shack.

PAULA All this arguing is stressing me out.

AMOS Want one of me pills? They calm ya down. 

PAULA Noooo!

AMOS is chuckling.

AMOS Gotcha!

PAULA smirks despite herself.

 Could always get ya. Here, pull my finger!

PAULA laughs.

PAULA That’s off! Stupid old fart joke. 

AMOS Never failed.

PAULA Yeah, well I’m not 10 years old anymore. 
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AMOS We were mates, you and me.

PAULA Why do you think I’m here? And I do want to learn about 
this land that you love. We’re all we’ve got.

AMOS and PAULA exchange a look.

 You used to show me things about nature and the land. You 
used to clear those big trees for grazing land and sometimes 
bring me home baby birds in their nests to look after. And all 
those wild orchids for Mum. Remember? And you and Mum 
would sit on the back steps on summer nights drinking beer 
and reciting poetry like …

AMOS Ah, Banjo Paterson’s ‘Man From Snowy River’. Used to know 
that off by heart.

PAULA And Dorothea McKellar’s ‘My Country’, you know …

AMOS Some things I’d rather forget. 

PAULA Why?

AMOS I bulldozed my old way of life. Atoned for me sins by planting 
this rainforest with me bare hands. This is my atonement.

PAULA So why is rainforest so special?

AMOS There’s so much goin’ on [that] they call it the “greatest 
celebration of life on Earth”. Rainforest is different from other 
forests because it has a closed canopy. It’s a whole universe 
played out on different levels.

PAULA is absent-mindedly checking her clothing for her 
phone and begins searching the table …

AMOS  And blah blah cassowary and … blah blah … what d’ya reckon?

PAULA Ha-ha, I am listening. It’s all interconnected. Just fascinating. 
And what about the cassowary? 
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AMOS Later. I need a lie-down. 

PAULA Where’s my phone?

AMOS I dunno.

PAULA I’m sure I left it on the table.

AMOS Speaking of which, where’s my cassowary helmet? 

PAULA I dunno.

AMOS I know I left me helmet on the table yesterday.

PAULA Oh, you mean the sink plunger with the bit of driftwood 
on top? 

AMOS I mean me cassowary helmet.

PAULA Might have seen it. My phone?

AMOS Might have dropped it in that planter pot. To shut it up. 
Always flamin’ going orf.

PAULA moves towards the planter pot.

 Me cassowary helmet?

PAULA I might have used it to unblock the toilet.

PAULA is about to plunge her hand into the pot. She screams.

 You did that on purpose! 

AMOS What?

PAULA Give me my phone.

AMOS Get it yourself. You’ll have to manage on your own — when 
you put me in a ‘Home for Unhappy Has-Beens’.

PAULA I wasn’t serious. Now get me the phone!
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AMOS Doctor told me to rest. I’m resting. And I want my 
cassowary helmet.

PAULA marches down to the outside dunny, returns with 
the cassowary helmet and drops it by the bed.

PAULA wrinkles her nose.

PAULA Can’t believe you’ll put that thing on your head! 

AMOS Yairs, just call me shit for brains!

PAULA Phone. Now.

AMOS pretends to snore.

 You double-dealer! 

AMOS exaggerates the snores. The phone begins to ring. 

 Amos!

AMOS ignores her.

PAULA peers into the pot and gives an over-the-top shiver. 
She looks frantically at AMOS, dashes inside and returns 
with long barbecue tongs.

 O.M.G., I can’t believe I’m doing this.

AMOS opens an eye.

AMOS L.O.L. This’ll be good.

PAULA rolls her eyes.

The phone continues to ring.

PAULA holds one hand over her eyes and jabs the tongs 
into the pot a couple of times.

AMOS rolls his eyes.
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 Sheilas!

The phone stops ringing.

PAULA gives AMOS a withering look then turns her 
attention on the pot.

PAULA Got you!

PAULA holds the tongs as far away from her body as she 
can. The Brown Tree Snake dangles from the tongs.

AMOS Don’t hurt it.

PAULA Disgusting creature. Ugh!

She tosses the snake on to the bed with AMOS and climbs 
onto a chair. AMOS flicks the snake away.

PAULA Shit! I hate this place!

AMOS Good! Aww, get down. He’s not sticking around for any 
more of your treatment. You should treat all animals with 
respect. Even humans! And snakes are an important part of 
the ecosystem …

PAULA Blah, blah, blah …

PAULA retrieves her phone from the pot, checks her messages.

AMOS You see, you’re not interested in the ecosystem. That’s why I 
asked Josie to take the place. She’d look after it … ahm …

There is a stunned silence.

PAULA Josie! You better not have /

AMOS All I’m saying is that Josie understands the place/ 

PAULA Who does this to their own daughter!

AMOS I’m not doing it to you! I am doing it for the greater good.
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PAULA Well I’m going to have a talk to Josie, let her know I’ll fight 
this all the way. The law is there to make sure people get 
their rightful inheritance! Who is this Josie anyway? How 
do you know you can trust her?

AMOS Josie’s my friend. She knows I’m worried sick over 
this place. She would protect it; she’d keep you flamin’ 
developers out.

PAULA I’ve never asked you for anything. This is the one thing I 
really want. And you want to give it to some hairy legged, 
kale-cruncher, trippy hippy!

AMOS Josie tried to convince me to give this place to you. But 
you’ve never bothered about me until now. And why is that! 
You’re like a vulture circling, waiting for a bloke to cark it!

PAULA I never bothered with you? That’s rich. [Begins to cry] 
Where were you ‘matey’ … [she chokes on her tears].

Big fat tears roll down PAULA’s face. AMOS moves 
towards PAULA.

AMOS Paula, love, please try to understand.

PAULA holds her arms up to stop him approaching her.

PAULA Ok, so you give it to her. And after her? What happens 
then? Thought about that? Not that it would matter to you 
once you’re gone. You can’t run things from your grave!

AMOS That’s below the belt.

PAULA You’re not wearing a belt. Obviously.

AMOS hoicks up the shorts that are inching their way 
towards his knees.

 And how good a friend anyway is Saint Joanie/ 
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AMOS Her name’s Josie!

PAULA Protector of the ‘Old and Vulnerable’, if you’re so worried 
about her finding out about you?

AMOS It’s not that sort of relationship.

PAULA You make me want to bulldoze your atonement! 

AMOS Ohhh …

AMOS clutches his head.

PAULA How’s the heart? A little thumping in the temples? That’ll 
be your blood pressure. Take a pill.

PAULA marches off towards the beach, furiously working 
her phone. AMOS takes a pill.

AMOS [Feebly] Yeah, that’s right. Leave a bloke when he’s crook. 
Go and cool off — have a swim! With the jellyfish …

The Scrubfowls call and respond to each other.

 Well that went well.

AMOS regains his composure and leans over the railing 
looking out to the forest.

 [Calls out] I can hear ya, I know ya there, old mate.

A deep rumbling noise comes in answer. AMOS laughs, 
delighted. A CASSOWARY stands on the edge of the clearing.

 G’day missus. Come to check out that Cassowary Plum? 
Plenty of fruit on it this year/

Pig hunting dogs begin barking nearby.

The CASSOWARY is gone.

 Flamin’ dogs! [shouts] Flamin’ useless bastards.
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AMOS hurries as best he can down the stairs, picks up the 
spade that leans against the verandah. He hoists the spade like 
a cudgel and shakes it ineffectually in the air.

 Keep ya flamin’ dogs in ya yard and outa the rainforest.

PIG HUNTER [off] I’m huntin’ pigs ya stupid old cockhead. The pigs fuck the 
rainforest. And eat the cassowary eggs!

AMOS Ya dogs can’t tell the difference between a cassowary and a pig! 
The killers chase anything that moves!

PIG HUNTER As if you’d know!

AMOS Ya speeding mates in their souped-up utes kill cassowaries too. 

PIG HUNTER You’re just an old looney tune and everyone at the Bay knows it! 

AMOS [yells] I’m gonna call the cops!

A rifle shot rings out. AMOS drops to the ground and lies still. 
The barking of the dogs fades into the distance and is replaced 
by the sound of running feet.

PAULA arrives from the beach and JOSIE arrives from the 
forest. They eye each other warily.

PAULA Dad!!

JOSIE Amos, Amos are you alright? 

PAULA I thought I heard a gun! Are you hit?

PAULA and JOSIE roll AMOS this way and that looking for 
a wound.

AMOS growls.

AMOS Leave a man alone, will ya! I’m not a sack of flamin’ spuds! 
No, I’m not shot but if I was a few years younger I’d show 
that’ … oohhhh …
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PAULA Are you hurt?

JOSIE Amos, tell me, how do you feel?

AMOS Just a bit winded. Feel like the stuffing’s been knocked out 
of me.

PAULA I’m going to call the police [shouts] YOU MORON!

AMOS looks strangely at PAULA.

 Dad, are you ok?

She takes his arm, tries to look into his eyes.

AMOS A man feels old and flamin’ useless.  I did plant that forest. 
For the cassowaries. It’s my… [Amos searches for the word] 
what do you call that thing? What’s the word … It’s my …

A helicopter can be heard; its shadow passes over the clearing.

AMOS is breathless and agitated. 

 Cassowary help me! 

AMOS whimpers.

 Where is it? [Aggressive] Well, aren’t ya gonna help me!

JOSIE What is it, mate?

AMOS is disoriented.

In the forest, an Orange-Footed Scubfowl sings its strange, 
echoing call.

PAULA Maybe he’s had a stroke! Or something?

JOSIE Amos?

AMOS Lost me stuffing. Can’t find me stuffing. Tell it to come back!

The Orange-footed Scrubfowl calls again, as if in answer.
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JOSIE Maybe it’s hiding in your bed. Let’s go and see, shall we? 

AMOS Bed?

JOSIE nods and takes AMOS’ arm.

PAULA I’ll take him! He’s my father.

PAULA tries to yank AMOS away from JOSIE but AMOS 
holds on to her.

AMOS Josie! Josie!

PAULA loosens AMOS’ grip on JOSIE.

PAULA It’s my father’s place and it’s my inheritance!

JOSIE holds her arms up and steps away. 

JOSIE It’s OK old friend, I’m here. 

 PAULA leads AMOS inside.

JOSIE picks up the spade and leans it against the railing. 
She climbs the steps. 

AMOS lies on the bed, muttering. JOSIE turns and gives a 
little shiver.
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SCENE SEVEN
Night. The gentle sound of the ocean can be heard. 
Moonlight illuminates the sparse interior of AMOS’ shack.

AMOS lies in bed, sweating.

AMOS Leave me alone, ya’ll never get it. Never! Leave me alone. 

AMOS rises on one elbow, staring blindly at someone or 
something … 

 Never!

AMOS collapses back on the bed. He moans piteously above 
the sound of the waves.

TWO GIANT CASSOWARIES stalk his dreams and his shack.

 What d’ya want? Can’t help ya anymore. What can I do? I’m 
buggered!  We’re all buggered.

The CASSOWARIES fold their long legs and sit by his bed. 
They make soft rumbling calls as if soothing AMOS and 
talking to him.

AMOS becomes quiet and his body relaxes. He begins to snore.

The CASSOWARIES stand. One defecates on AMOS’ bed, 
near his head. AMOS sleeps.
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SCENE EIGHT
Mid-morning AMOS’ shack. A dishevelled AMOS lies in 
bed looking the worse for wear after a feverish night.

JOSIE arrives with the esky.

JOSIE Hellloooo!  Amos? Paula? Hey, that low in the Coral Sea is 
now a Category One cyclone …

JOSIE walks inside and is taken aback by the sight of AMOS.

 Amos!

JOSIE rouses AMOS and helps him sip some water. She 
looks at the scat.

 What the … ?

JOSIE gets a cloth and cleans the mess on the mattress 
and pillow.

 Rainforest fruits … Amos! You know how toxic … They’ll 
kill you! Oh, mate, you’re not trying to do a Dr Nitschke 
on yourself, are you?

AMOS sits up.

AMOS [Affronted] Give it a rest girlie. Might have been tempted 
but I’m not going anywhere just yet. Had visitors last night. 
Cassowaries came calling.

JOSIE It must have been a dream. Cassowaries don’t get about 
at night.

AMOS Two of ‘em. They’ve been before but… [laughing] last 
night they sat down to talk some sense into me!

PAULA arrives and walks on to the verandah. She is 
dressed in a smart casual tropics outfit, briefcase in hand.
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AMOS scoops up a clump of the mess and holds it between his 
hands like an offering.

 Can’t ya see? It’s a bloody great cassowary shit. It’s a callin’ card. 

JOSIE You must have brought — you’re not making sense.

JOSIE tries to wipe his hands. AMOS pulls his ‘offering’ 
protectively against his chest.

AMOS I’m a new man! 

PAULA Bird shit!

JOSIE Where have you been? I cannot believe you left your own 
father like this!

AMOS prattles on, oblivious to PAULA’s presence.

PAULA It was only overnight. It’s been arranged for weeks. He looked 
fine when I left!

JOSIE He’s talking nonsense and he’s been lying in shit! 

AMOS Me wake up call! I’m not over yet!

AMOS bounces out of bed, chortling to himself.  He grabs the 
water glass JOSIE left by the bed and gently places the scat in 
it then wipes his hands on his shirt front.

JOSIE and PAULA lock eyes. JOSIE looks away. PAULA smiles.

JOSIE Amos! Look at me. [She speaks clearly and slowly.] How did 
cassowaries get in here?

AMOS looks at JOSIE as if she is the one having an episode.

AMOS Up — the — stairs. Same way as everyone else, I expect. 

JOSIE Hmmm.

AMOS sees PAULA.
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AMOS Get out, get off me land. Get off me land! 

JOSIE Easy, shhh …

AMOS Get out!

AMOS looks at her as if he does not recognise her. 

PAULA Remember me? Your only child — and heir! 

AMOS Evil spawn!

PAULA Always a disappointment, hey! How different would 
everything be if I’d been born with a dick?

AMOS Probably what kept you out all night — looking for one. 

JOSIE Amos!

PAULA I had some calls to make, people to see. Some of us work for 
a living.

JOSIE takes a bottle from her bag and pours liquid into 
AMOS’ pannikin. She holds it out to him.

JOSIE Drink this — it’s Noni juice. Very good for you. 

AMOS I don’t want any of your flamin’ muck.

JOSE Noni juice is made from a rainforest tree, Amos — a safe one.

AMOS Give it ‘ere. [He takes a swig and immediately spits it out.]  
It’s flamin’ orf!

PAULA If it tastes bad, it’s got to be good for you. That’s what you 
used to say to me!

JOSIE Aww, just try/

AMOS Lay off it, will ya! I don’t want it!

PAULA opens her briefcase.
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PAULA My business associates …

AMOS growls, grabs his cassowary helmet, jams it on his head.

 They’re really interested in rainforest conservation and they’re 
coming here the day after tomorrow to meet you. They are/

AMOS Over my dead body! 

PAULA Apparently not.

AMOS The cassowaries came to claim their land.

 AMOS begins to do his ‘Cassowary Dance’.

PAULA See! He’s all right.

AMOS staggers and JOSIE rushes to him; helps him to sit on 
the bed.

 I promised they’ll get a proper look and they damn well will! 
You can go to Joanie/

JOSIE Josie/

PAULA — her place when they come. [Looks at JOSIE.]

AMOS I’m not flamin’ well going anywhere.

JOSIE Your father can’t have people coming here when he’s sick. 

AMOS I’ll tell the bludgers to piss off again.

PAULA What do you mean ‘again’? They’ve never been here! Have they?

A helicopter flies overhead.

AMOS, PAULA and JOSIE all look up as it passes over. JOSIE 
draws away from the window.

AMOS They’re always bloody here! [He clamps his hands on his 
head.] A bloke’s gets no flamin’ rest! 
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JOSIE Amos, we’re going to the doctor’s. 

AMOS stands, shakily.

AMOS For Chrissakes, stop fussing. Not going to the flamin’ 
doctor. I’ll just go and sit on the — on MY — beach. [He 
shakily sits back down.] In a minute.

AMOS swallows a pill.

PAULA You and I are going to talk whether you want to or not. 
Josie might like to hear more about my plans too.

AMOS What d’ya mean, “more about your plans”? Have you been 
gettin’ in her ear?

PAULA According to your friend, Josie the wise and wonderful 
and who can do no wrong, I should inherit because that’s 
what loving fathers do — they leave their stuff to their 
rightful heirs — their children! It’s their legacy.

AMOS Josie?

JOSIE Amos, this is about sticking together with the only family 
you’ve got! Just listen, you might even/

AMOS Josie! No!

PAULA pumps her fist.

PAULA Yes! [Enthralled] Picture it! We want to re-imagine beachside 
luxury, right here, in paradise [turns it up a notch] where the 
two World Heritage areas meet and the rainforest kisses the 
reef. International players can spend the afternoons feeling 
the sand between their toes and the evening getting their 
kicks with high stakes at the baccarat table.

She smiles at JOSIE.

 Exciting, isn’t it!
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JOSIE looks stricken.

 Come on! Stay with me. A papaya pink façade offset by the 
blue of the Coral Sea and embellished with a welcoming 
party of exotic palms greets the arrival. The hues capture 
the sensual abundance of the land and the iconic isolation. 
Ulysses butterfly tiles mirror the emerald depths of the infinity 
swimming pool and reflect the fall of the waves beyond …

AMOS What’s she flamin’ talking about?

PAULA I’m talking about showcasing this place to the world. 
Showing them how important and beautiful it is. Sharing 
your love of it, Dadda!

AMOS Never heard such rubbish!

PAULA It will be an achingly cool, upmarket, environmentally 
friendly, eco-gambling palace in lux surrounds. For rich 
Chinese, and Asians, and high rollers from Europe and the 
States and Russia and/

AMOS Chinese are Asian, you nong!

JOSIE Seriously? People like that would come here? 

PAULA Not sure about the Russians.

AMOS Not happy with just the crooks. She wants the flamin’ mafia 
as well!

JOSIE Amos!

PAULA Exotic, exclusive, discreet. Safe. Somewhere new. They’ll 
love it! 

AMOS She hasn’t mentioned the hookers yet!

JOSIE Sex workers! Here?

PAULA We’re going to fly them in by helicopter from Cairns 
international.
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AMOS The hookers? 

JOSIE Amos!

PAULA The guests! The ones with all the lovely money. Lay on Fast 
Cat trips to the outer Great Barrier Reef, fishing trips for 
the big game, beautiful, classy companions for company …

AMOS There ya go!

JOSIE You mean hookers?

PAULA What is wrong with you forest freaks! This will be great for 
the local economy! It will help the locals by creating jobs 
during the build and when it’s up and running — and YES 
— even for the hookers!

JOSIE Here?

PAULA I thought you lived in the rainforest, not under a rock! 

JOSIE looks blankly at PAULA.

 Of course some people will bring their partners. We’ll 
keep them happy with rainforest fruits cooking classes 
and even a volunteer ‘plant a tree’ program so they 
can really connect with the environment. Feel they are 
doing something good for the planet. And of course, the 
marketing will be built around this very view as ‘Nature’s 
Paradise — what’s there not to love?’.

PAULA smiles hugely. AMOS shakes his head.

 Stay with me Dadda — here’s a new mantra: Paula’s project 
will put precious little pressure on the planet …

JOSIE is disbelieving.

AMOS Piss off Paula and your poxy project!

JOSIE Calm  down, Amos!  Can’t we find some compromise?  
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What about — a nice, environmentally friendly holiday 
camp — for disadvantaged kids?

PAULA is incredulous!

PAULA You would waste this fabbie location on / some

AMOS growls.

AMOS Build your so-called paradise on some of the wasted 
land that’s already out there growing flamin’ weeds and 
guinea grass.

PAULA You’re just a NIMBY! A … flaming … NIMBY! 

AMOS What’s she on about now!

JOSIE What’s a nimby?

PAULA So typical of you freakin’ greenies. It stands for “Not in 
my back yard”!

AMOS [Roars] Why can’t people just respect the place and live 
there without trying to make it into something it’s not! 
Destroying what attracted them in the first place!

JOSIE jumps!

JOSIE I don’t like this. 

AMOS Neither do I!

JOSIE Calm down, Amos.

AMOS [He speaks violently to JOSIE] And you can piss off, too!

Pause.

PAULA Watch it ‘grannie’, you’re showing Little Red Josie here 
what big teeth you’ve really got.

JOSIE Get him to eat something. He’s not himself.
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PAULA takes the meal and smiles at JOSIE.

AMOS Had a gutful already!

PAULA Thank you, Josie. Appreciate it.

JOSIE It’s not my place to say this but — I wish you could show 
each other some respect. Be grateful you’ve got one another.

JOSIE hurriedly exits.

PAULA ‘Respect’! Hmmm. She’s got a point though, Dadda. 

AMOS Josie, I didn’t mean to/

PAULA So you should listen to me, like Josie says.

PAULA dumps the meal on the table and takes a document 
out of her briefcase.

PAULA I’m stoked about this opportunity to do something really 
out-there. I’m not going to clear your forest, well just a bit for 
the condos, over there. I’m thinking double storey, to save on 
the footprint — you get that, don’t you? But nothing much 
higher than a coconut tree, like they say Bali used to be.

AMOS pushes past PAULA, walks down the steps and out 
towards the beach.

 Where are you going? Just listen, please! Then make up 
your mind.

AMOS Ya want to rip the guts out of their habitat. They can’t 
survive on the bit you want to leave around the edges. 
You’ll have blood on your hands — the death of a species!

PAULA Oh, get real!

AMOS Get off this property. Now!

PAULA Respect, remember! You owe me! This is my big chance.
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AMOS Said I’d think about it — to get you off my flamin’ back. 
This land has been reclaimed by the cassowaries, for the 
cassowaries. Not the flamin’ tourists! You’re not going to 
destroy this. Not while I’m alive!

PAULA Well, maybe we’ll just have to get rid of … the cassowaries.

AMOS stops in his tracks.

AMOS Don’t say that! Please! Don’t you realise, to kill a 
cassowary / is

PAULA It’s just a stupid bird!

AMOS Don’t get it, do ya? No cassowary, no rainforest. We’re 
privileged to share the same space. Cassowaries have been 
livin’ here for millions of years/

PAULA That’s long enough. They’ve had their day. Like you — past 
their use-by date. Bye-bye cassowary!

Pause.

AMOS What are you?

PAULA marches down the steps towards AMOS, the 
document in her hand.

PAULA You don’t recognise me? I’m your legacy; the monster you 
created, the child you abandoned, your “evil spawn”!

AMOS shrinks away from PAULA as she leans into his face.

 [into AMOS’ face] BOO!

AMOS looks towards the ocean, then turns and stumbles 
towards the forest.

 You will freaking sign this.

PAULA cuts AMOS off and shoves the document in his hand.
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A CASSOWARY appears. It eyeballs PAULA, stretches 
itself up to two metres in height and ruffles its black 
feathers. Its blue neck puffs out and it makes an 
intimidating, resonating booming sound in its throat.

 Wow!

AMOS indicates with his hand for PAULA to go back. He 
stands between her and the cassowary.

AMOS Easy, old mate. She’s family, believe it or not. [Quietly, to 
PAULA] Big Bird’s claiming her territory. Just back off, eh! 
Walk slowly back to the house but don’t turn ya back.

PAULA [PAULA whips out her phone to take a photo.] It’s the first 
one I’ve seen up close. They’re so hard to see in the forest. 

AMOS Paula!

PAULA Oh, I get it. You have to be ‘casso-wary’!

AMOS And don’t run! 

PAULA Why?

AMOS [Exasperated] Because Big Bird here’ll chase ya to see what 
you’re running for. Strewth! Don’t argue with me now, girl! 
Look at the feet!

PAULA steps forward then darts back behind AMOS.

PAULA Freakin’ hell! It’s got stilettos on its toes!

AMOS She could rip ya guts out if she got the wrong end of the 
stick about what you were up to!

PAULA Why aren’t you scared?

AMOS I sort of … fostered her when her dad was hit by a car. But 
she’s still a wild creature. Ya need to treat them with respect.

AMOS holds out the document.
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 Here!

PAULA weighs up the situation, looks again at the feet, then 
snatches the document from AMOS’ hand.

She walks backwards to the shack and turns to climb the stairs.

 I’m coming mate.

AMOS and the Cassowary melt into the forest. PAULA 
turns, expecting to see AMOS.

PAULA [Calls] Oh, okay, this can wait until you’ve had your … little 
walk. But then we’re going to talk. Right?

She tries to act nonchalant and stops herself from running 
up the stairs.

 Stupid dinosaur!

She starts as a stick falls from a tree nearby. She laughs at 
herself and flicks on the radio.

RADIO V/O Coastal communities between Cairns and Floriade Bay are 
on alert as Category Two Cyclone Cassie moves closer to the 
coast. It is expected to track west, south-west overnight …

PAULA flicks the radio off, fans herself with the document. 
She walks to the railing and looks out at the ocean.

PAULA Some bloody paradise! Killer cassowaries, deadly jellyfish, 
stinging trees, and now a freakin’ cyclone! [She calls out in 
the direction AMOS went] Aaaammossssssss. AMOS!

PAULA sees his helmet and grabs it.

 [Speaking to the helmet] Arsehole!!!

She throws his helmet inside.
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SCENE NINE
Night, AMOS’ shack is in darkness. Crickets sing in the moonlight. 
PAULA sits unobserved on the verandah. She is drunk.

AMOS appears from the forest, sneaks up the stairs. 

PAULA Where have you been?

AMOS Bloody hell! Nearly gave me a heart attack!

PAULA Failed again! You’re late for your medicine. 

AMOS Ya don’t give a fig about my medicine. 

PAULA Oh! Only Joanie’s allowed to care?

AMOS Put a bloody light on, will ya.

There is the sound of a chair scraping the floor and the clinking 
and clattering of empty wine bottles being stumbled over.

PAULA Shit!

AMOS How much have you had?

PAULA Why? Worried I might have inherited your thirst?

The light comes on. 

AMOS sits on the steps.

AMOS Gimme [give me] one good reason why I should leave this place 
in your hands.

PAULA Aahhh well, let me think. Apart from the fact I’m your only child 
with a dream that could set me up for life, what about — you owe 
me for the shitty dragging up you put me through?

AMOS I left/

PAULA Yeah, you left. Abandoned us! Mum had to work her guts out to 
pay the rent and keep me at school.
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AMOS Did you both a favour by leaving; better I stay away 
from people. 

PAULA All about you! Gutless. What about child support?

AMOS I … ya mother told me she wanted nothing from me.

PAULA She meant nothing physical — like your fists! 

AMOS What about all her men friends …

PAULA God she could pick ‘em. Always the same — self-centred 
losers like you. They just sponged off her! She was pathetic! 
Sucking up to them, trying to make them stay … even 
when they were hitting on me when her back was turned.

AMOS What! What’s this?

PAULA I was so scared I used to sleep under my bed whenever 
she had a ‘friend’ staying over. 

AMOS Paula, love, I —

PAULA Where were you when I needed you? Oh, that’s right! 
Planting freakin’ trees! Seeking ‘atonement’!

AMOS Didn’t know —

PAULA Atonement from who? For what? Abandoning your 
family? To poverty and predators? No, it wasn’t that. It 
was for years of bulldozing trees!

AMOS I did destroy a lot of forest…

PAULA Ah, correctimento! Too bad about us! You’re seeking 
forgiveness from your god for killing freakin’ flamin’ trees.

AMOS The strongest tree in the forest is not the one that is 
sheltered from the storm, it’s the one that has to struggle 
against the wind to survive.
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PAULA Don’t you dare make out you were showing me some 
‘tough lurve’!

AMOS Stop twisting me flamin’ words! Have you never seen a 
grand old tree and not been filled with awe? I’ll take you to 
Cairns Botanic Gardens and show you that huge old Teak 
and the Raintrees.

PAULA There’s enough freakin’ trees here!

AMOS Don’t you understand? A tree’s not just a tree …

Pause.

PAULA I know that. I loved a tree, once. Remember?

AMOS quickly changes tack.

AMOS And we could go up to Lake Barrine to see the ancient 
Twin Kauris?

PAULA Shut the fuck up about your stupid trees! You are going to 
hell and no amount of cassowary shit is going to save you. 
D’you know why?

AMOS goes to speak and thinks better of it.

PAULA begins plucking seedlings from pots and tossing 
them over the verandah.

AMOS picks up the tray and moves them out of her reach. 
She follows him around the table.

 Come on, you know why!

AMOS refuses to speak.

PAULA grabs another seedling and tosses it over the verandah.

 Why are you going to hell in a bulldozer, Dadda?

PAULA plucks another couple of seedlings, drops them on 
the floor and stomps on them.
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 Cassowary got your tongue?

She reaches for another seedling and AMOS grabs her hand.

PAULA shoves AMOS. He slaps her. PAULA has a sharp 
intake of breath.

AMOS Oh, love … I didn’t mean …

PAULA begins a high-pitched keening, a wail from somewhere 
deep inside. AMOS goes to her, tries to put his arm around her. 
He is flustered and upset. PAULA shrinks away.

 … I did, do love ya, your mother too. But with the drink and 
me temper and — that last time — I was too scared to stay. It 
was for the best. I’ll make it up to you.

PAULA’s sobbing quietens; she allows AMOS to force an 
awkward embrace.

PAULA You’ll sign it?

AMOS No! … Yes … Maybe … I dunno!

PAULA throws AMOS off.

PAULA You killed my tree! You knocked it down with your bulldozer. 
With me in it. 

AMOS It was the drink…

PAULA That’s why you ran away! And you have never, ever, said sorry.

PAULA stares AMOS down. AMOS crumbles a little physically.

 Where’s your atonement for that?
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SCENE TEN
Morning, exterior AMOS’ shack.

The waves crash loudly on the beach and a brisk breeze 
blows a mournful sigh through the trees.

AMOS wears his rosary around his neck. He is a bit 
breathless and moves slowly around the yard, collecting up 
loose items, including a tray of seedlings and carries them 
on to the verandah. He returns to the yard.

PAULA walks onto the verandah from the shack. She has 
a hangover. She wears a bright sarong and sunglasses. She 
carries a mug of tea. She swallows a couple of headache tablets 
with a mouthful of tea and looks at her phone messages.

PAULA What! No! You can’t!

She tries repeatedly to call a number that goes straight to 
message. She paces the verandah. Exasperated, she leaves 
a message.

 Hi, it’s Paula. Aahhmm, guess you’re getting out before they 
close the airport or something. Can you call me when you 
get this? … Please? Thanks.

AMOS Give us a hand to lug this stuff inside, will ya. This Cassie is 
going to be a bloody big blow.

PAULA ignores him.

AMOS pushes past her carrying the rusty bike. PAULA 
grabs hold of the bike, stops him.

PAULA They’re flying back to Sydney. They’re not coming! Because 
of you and your stupid cyclone.

AMOS Now the weather’s my fault! 

PAULA You spoil everything! 
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AMOS I did nothing/

PAULA You’ve blocked me, and my plans, all the way. You wouldn’t 
even listen. I’ve probably lost this opportunity/

AMOS Good! That flamin’ mob would’ve destroyed the place. 
They don’t care about it. Or you. They’d just trash the joint, 
make their money and move on.

PAULA If they don’t come back I’ll be moving on, too! 

AMOS Ya don’t want it anymore?

PAULA I’m so pathetic … I actually wanted you to want me to 
have it.

AMOS I did. I do/

PAULA Liar! You just wanted your beloved Josie to have it. She 
who can do no wrong.

The wind intensity has increased.

AMOS I decided to/

PAULA Well guess what, goodie two shoes isn’t quite what she’s 
cracked up to be. You know why she doesn’t like the 
government? Why she flies under the radar?

JOSIE enters.

JOSIE Hi! Hope I’m not interrupting anything?

AMOS Nope. Just the usual crap that serves for conversation 
around here.

PAULA At least it’s not about freakin’ conservation! For once. 

JOSIE I came to see if you wanted to shelter at my place. 

AMOS What about Paula?

JOSIE I mean both of you.
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PAULA We’ll stay here, thanks. All good.

AMOS Maybe we should go. It’s solid as a brick shithouse.

PAULA You haven’t stopped banging on about what a great place you 
built and how many ‘blows’ it’s stood up to over the years.

AMOS I just … have a feelin’. 

PAULA You? Feeling?

JOSIE Oh, for goodness sake! Does everything have to be an 
argument? I think it’ll be safer, especially if there’s a tidal surge. 

PAULA Dad! Dadda — I think we should stay. Tough it out. Together.

JOSIE Grab a change of clothes and your medicine. Oh, and any 
important papers.

PAULA Don’t let her boss you around, Dadda. We stay here. In our 
family home.

JOSIE I’ll give you a hand to get this stuff inside.

JOSIE helps move stuff inside.

AMOS Reckon we should go.

PAULA Do what you like! I’m staying. 

AMOS Wilful like your mother too. 

AMOS goes inside.

PAULA She had her faults but she never abandoned me.

JOSIE You should come too. Cassie’s now a category four. It’s a biggie.

PAULA ignores her.

JOSIE picks up the spade.

PAULA Just leave it!
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JOSIE replaces the spade against the verandah.

AMOS reappears carrying a small bag. He checks the 
barometer one last time, takes it off the wall and puts it in 
the bag.

AMOS Pressure’s really dropped. If she crosses the coast at high 
tide … [shakes his head] Come with us, Paula.

PAULA Don’t worry about me. I’m a big girl, remember.

JOSIE If you change your mind, Paula… but don’t leave it too 
late. It’ll be too dangerous to leave once the wind really 
gets up.

JOSIE and AMOS walk out into the yard.

AMOS Just a tic.

PAULA smiles as she sees AMOS return.

AMOS walks up the steps, retrieves the tray of seedlings 
and rejoins JOSIE. PAULA’s face falls.

PAULA That’d be right. Got to protect your precious rainforest. 
And your fucking cassowaries.
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SCENE ELEVEN
Inside JOSIE’s forest cottage. Late afternoon. The wind is 
louder and vegetation thrashes in the gusts. Candles and a 
hurricane lamp cast a dim light in the gloom.

AMOS That’s the last of yer paintings packed. Should be safe if the 
rain gets in.

There is a big wind gust.

JOSIE I hope the roof ’s gonna hold. That fella didn’t come back 
to finish replacing the old screws. [Pause] I keep thinking 
about Paula.

AMOS So bloody stubborn! 

JOSIE Remind you of anyone?

AMOS Ya know, when ya kids are little ya want ‘em to take after 
ya. But then they grow up and pick up all the bad bits.

JOSIE Sins of the father. Karma. It’s scary how it ripples down the 
generations — inheritance and legacy. Both bad, and good.

There is a sudden flash of lightning and loud cracking 
noise and a thud of falling wood on the roof.

JOSIE screams.

 Sorry. I hate storms. So violent.

AMOS Ya know, Paula loved storms. She’d run around outside 
with her little arms in the air. She’d get drenched and we’d 
have to haul her, screaming, back into the house. Lucky she 
didn’t get struck by lightning. Actually, might have been 
better if she had been.

JOSIE What is WRONG with you two? FAMILY IS ALL THERE 
IS! You fight and hurt each other and it’s just plain stupid! 
There is NOTHING to win. There is NOTHING!
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AMOS Just a joke …

JOSIE Oh, lord, Amos, what the fuck are you doing here 
without her?

AMOS Josie!

JOSIE You have each other! My kids are dead, Amos! And they 
died on my watch. So bound up with my stupid career … 
I should have been home. We all loved the river. The kids 
could swim a bit but the tide was going out … It took two 
days. They found little Bennie first. And then my sweet 
Jasmine, a bit further downstream.

AMOS Oh …

JOSIE I wanted to die. But my death would have been like 
abandoning them all over again.

AMOS Living with guilt — and grief — is a sentence alright.

There is a lightning flash and a rumble of thunder.

JOSIE They say people who come to the Bay are running away from 
somewhere. Not me. I was running towards something, 
towards my new self, new life. I’m living for them, my kids.

AMOS Strewth Josie, you’re a good person.

JOSIE [Screams] No, I’m not! Wake up, Amos! I live each day just 
trying to do my best. You know why? Because I, I am my 
children’s legacy. Just me doing my bit to leave our little part 
of the world … a place I would have loved them to inherit.

Pause.

AMOS Legacy …

JOSIE Paula is your family. She came up here to help you. 
Because you are all that she’s got.
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AMOS I’m such a selfish old bastard! All she’s ever asked for is her 
inheritance. And I truly didn’t want her to have it.

JOSIE Tell her in the morning — if we’re still here. It’s too late for 
her to come now.

AMOS Flamin’ did it again! Abandoned her. To a flamin’ cyclone!

AMOS flings the door open. Wind rushes in with a roar, 
rifling through JOSIE’s cottage and sputtering the candles 
as AMOS dashes out the door.

JOSIE AMOS! It’s too dangerous!!

The wind howls.

SCENE TWELVE
AMOS’ shack. Late afternoon gloom. The wind howls and 
the forest is a heaving sea of vegetation.

PAULA appears on the verandah carrying her briefcase. 
She is terrified.

She scuttles back inside and reappears wearing an old 
yellow raincoat and her hard hat.

PAULA braces herself and walks down the steps, hugging 
the front of the shack. She enters the clearing.

A CASSOWARY appears from behind the house.

PAULA Shit! Shoo! Go away. Shoo!

The CASSOWARY advances toward PAULA.

 What do you want? Go away! Get out of here! Shoo!
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The bird keeps advancing.

 Get away! Get! A-Way!

PAULA backs up against the verandah and steps on the spade 
that is now lying on the ground. She drops her briefcase and 
picks up the spade.

 I’m warning you. Back off! 

PAULA strikes out with the spade. 

 You stupid, stupid bird!

She smashes the CASSOWARY over the head. It drops to the 
ground. It doesn’t move. PAULA screams and screams.

AMOS stumbles into the clearing. He has a large gash on his 
forehead. He sees the CASSOWARY and drops to his knees 
beside it.

AMOS Paula! What’ve you done?

SCENE THIRTEEN
Night, AMOS’ shack. A hurricane lantern casts a feeble light as 
the shack shakes and branches break and fall. The wind thrums 
like a screaming jet engine, the eerie noise punctuated by 
banging and the crashing of a furious sea hurling itself ashore.

While the storm rages outside, AMOS and PAULA, each 
huddled under a blanket, sit on the floor in miserable silence. 
PAULA wears her hard hat. AMOS has a large, ungainly 
dressing over his head wound.

PAULA jabs the numbers on her phone. She drops it in her bag.

PAULA We should have gone to Josie’s! 
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AMOS I did.

A loud thwacking can be heard above the din. PAULA starts.

PAULA What’s that?

AMOS cocks his ear to pinpoint where the sound is 
coming from.

AMOS Hope it’s the water tank. Otherwise… 

PAULA Otherwise what?

AMOS Sheet of iron starting to lift. If one goes the rest’ll go and 
we’ll have no roof.

PAULA Aren’t we meant to shelter in the smallest room in the house?

AMOS If you mean the dunny, it’s probably gone up, up and away.
Might find it over at Josie’s place tomorrow.

PAULA This is freakin’ ridiculous! Who would want to live here?

AMOS says nothing.

 What do people do when there’s a cyclone? Play cards or 
something?

AMOS ignores PAULA. 

 Talk to me. 

AMOS Got a headache.

PAULA Do you want a tablet?

AMOS Don’t want anything from you. 

PAULA Dad!

AMOS ignores her.

 Talk to me.
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AMOS What you did was evil and it’s my fault. I feel sick in the guts.

The full force of PAULA’s guilt hits home.

PAULA It was self-defence! I didn’t mean …

AMOS growls.

AMOS Don’t wanna talk about it!

There is a loud bang, PAULA screams and the light goes 
out as the wind howls. The wind screams and wails and 
thrums and builds to a crescendo as debris, lit by lightning 
flashes, flies through the air. Cracks and thumps punctuate 
the darkness as mighty and lesser trees fall or drop their 
branches in a bid to survive the storm.

A weak light shines through the window of AMOS’ shack.

The wind gradually drops and all is quiet and still, except 
for the loud sound of the ocean, flinging wave upon wave on 
the shore.

The door to the shack opens a crack. PAULA carries a 
lantern in one hand and shoves the door open with the 
other. She creeps on to the verandah still wearing her hard 
hat. She surveys the damage.

PAULA Sh — it!

AMOS [Off] Not over yet. 

PAULA It’s so quiet.

AMOS enters wearing his rosary beads and cassowary 
helmet. A cumbersome white dressing is visible beneath it. 
He carries a torch.

AMOS We’re in the eye of the cyclone.  It’s all still when the eye passes 
over. The wind’ll come again, from the other direction.

PAULA It’s gone!
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AMOS walks to the railing. Shines his torch over the clearing. 
The CASSOWARY has gone.

AMOS Thank god!

PAULA Do you think it’s all right?

AMOS What the flamin’ heck do you care? 

PAULA I can look for it …

AMOS Wind’ll start again soon.

PAULA … in the morning. I wasn’t trying to kill it! Honest. I thought 
it wanted to kill me.

AMOS says nothing.

PAULA Even if you don’t believe me.

AMOS My fault. Shouldn’t have left ya alone here in the first place. 

PAULA I really am sorry. For the cassowary.

AMOS is quiet for a moment. He awkwardly pats PAULA’s back.

AMOS I’m sorry too. For everything. 

PAULA You shouldn’t have left us!

AMOS I know, but I’ve come back. I’m here now.

PAULA looks AMOS in the eyes and nods.

 Don’t s’pose you’ll want the place now?

PAULA sighs.

 Eh?

PAULA This place brings out the worst in me. 

AMOS The place? Or me?
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PAULA [Anguished] To kill a cassowary is a terrible thing!

AMOS nods.

AMOS It is. A terrible thing.

PAULA looks thoroughly miserable.

 Come on. I’ll put the billy on. 

PAULA Anything stronger?

AMOS Beer? Gave up the hard stuff a long time ago, kiddo.

PAULA How much longer is this going to go on for? I want it to be over. 

AMOS Cyclone’s a bit like having a baby. Ya just have to go through it. 

PAULA Oh, did you feel that!

AMOS Get inside. Here comes round two.

SCENE FOURTEEN
Early morning, AMOS’ shack.  The ocean breaks noisily on the 
beach. The day is already humid. A bright, hot sun illuminates 
a chaotic scene of smashed vegetation. Sand is heaped up 
around the steps and the shack is plastered with shredded leaf 
confetti. A verandah railing is broken.

PAULA appears on the verandah.

PAULA Holy shhh-itt!

AMOS enters carrying his cassowary helmet. Blood has seeped 
through the dressing on his head. He is short of breath.

AMOS Nature reminding us how insignificant we really are. 
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PAULA Climate change?

AMOS Maybe. They need a better way to run the joint. [Pause] 
There’s always been cyclones — it’s called a cyclone coast.

PAULA You called it a cassowary coast. 

They take in the enormity of the destruction. 

 The freakin’ trees look like splintered

AMOS & PAULA toothpicks!

AMOS is a little breathless. He drops his cassowary helmet 
on the verandah.

AMOS Me Tree of Knowledge — she’s still standing!

AMOS goes to the Milky Pine and embraces it, then staggers 
a little.

PAULA You all right? We forgot your pills!

PAULA hurries into the shack and returns immediately with 
his pannikin and pills.

AMOS slumps on the verandah next to his cassowary 
helmet and takes a pill. 

AMOS Only time’ll tell how many of these damaged trees make it. 

PAULA Do you think the cassowary will make it?

AMOS Maybe. Nature didn’t put hard hats on their heads for nothin’. 

PAULA I could go and look for it.

AMOS shakes his head, indicates the broken forest.

AMOS Ya won’t get more than a couple of feet through that, kiddo. 

PAULA O.M.G. just look at it! How do you clean up this freakin’ 
mess! Where do you start?
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AMOS Haven’t got it in me to begin again. I’m stuffed, Paula. Like 
ya said, past me ‘use by’ date.

PAULA Bullshit! Tough old tree-hugger like you. Couldn’t kill you 
with an axe!

AMOS stands shakily.

AMOS I need to lie down. Bring me that flamin’ paper of yours 
and I’ll sign the damned thing.

PAULA You want me to have it?

AMOS The forest has told me to give it to you. 

PAULA The same forest you didn’t want me to have? 

AMOS It’s all about the roots.

PAULA You do need a lie down. Come on. Off to bed.

AMOS Trees communicate through their roots. Read it in National 
Geographic. It all comes back to your roots. We are rooted. 

PAULA Sounds like it.

PAULA grabs AMOS’ arm. He shakes her off.

AMOS Cleared so much forest, some blocks more than once. First 
joker’d say, “clear the lot! I want the view”. The next bloke’d 
replant the flamin’ place. And what d’ya reckon they called it?

PAULA Suburbia?

AMOS Progress! Carve it up and they will come! Not if there 
aren’t any jobs, they don’t. Some land should never have 
been cleared. Easier to get a flamin’ pardon than a permit!

AMOS struggles for breath. He slumps back down onto 
the verandah.

PAULA Aren’t you worried I’ll just get a dozer in and clear the lot? 
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AMOS I can only hope you’ll do the right thing with ya 
inheritance, Paula.

PAULA Oh, goodie! I get the land AND a guilt trip. Bonus!

AMOS stands. He holds the cassowary helmet.

AMOS You don’t have to do anything with the place. Just live in 
harmony with what’s here. Nature’s pretty powerful …

PAULA Yeah, I get that.

AMOS … for the soul. Ya can’t own the land, kiddo. We are 
custodians. We come and we go but the land endures. 
We’re like the forest. I am the old forest giant that falls and 
leaves a gap in the canopy for the young sapling — that’s 
you — to grow in the light. Succession. Inheritance. Legacy.

AMOS slumps against PAULA.

PAULA Dadda!

PAULA puts her arm around him. AMOS strokes her face.

 I’ll make you a cup of tea. And I’ll get the paperwork!

PAULA goes into the shack.

AMOS catches sight of the TWO CASSOWARIES on the 
edge of the clearing.

AMOS [Absentmindedly] This is my will.

AMOS clips on his cassowary helmet and walks towards 
the TWO CASSOWARIES. He turns to look at the ocean, 
and his home. He walks to the edge of the broken forest 
and falls, disappearing into the foliage.

PAULA  [Off] Kettle’s on!
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SCENE FIFTEEN
Six weeks later. Late afternoon. Exterior of AMOS’ shack. The 
sea can be heard breaking gently on the beach. The rainforest 
trees look like ‘fluffy toothpicks’ with leaves growing up the 
branchless trunks. PAULA wears AMOS’ flowery shirt. She is 
on the verandah repairing/painting the railing that had been 
broken. AMOS’ cassowary helmet sits on the table.

JOSIE arrives carrying her esky. 

JOSIE Paula!

PAULA I’m right thanks, Josie. Been cooking up a storm.

JOSIE opens the esky, takes out a bottle of wine and waggles 
it enticingly. PAULA gives a relieved laugh.

 Look at the time. Wine-o-clock already. Come on up.

PAULA drops her tools/wipes her hands.

JOSIE joins her on the verandah and extracts two glasses 
from the esky.

JOSIE How’s the clean-up going? 

PAULA You tell me.

JOSIE pours the wine.

JOSIE It’s so strange without Amos here. I keep expecting him 
to appear with a fish carcass and say, “There is nothing so 
honest as a dead fish, girlie”!

PAULA Yeah. I miss old grumpy bum too. 

JOSIE Here’s to Amos.

They clink their glasses and raise them in a toast to 
AMOS’ cassowary helmet.
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PAULA To Amos.

JOSIE Rest in peace, old friend.

An Orange-Footed Scrubfowl calls and another answers.

PAULA Did you hear that? Scrubfowls! They’re back! [Calls out] 
About time!

JOSIE Hey, did you hear National Parks are evicting people?

Pause.

PAULA Yep!

JOSIE I told Amos those helicopters were the government. They were 
doing aerial surveys.

PAULA takes a folded letter from the table and hands it to JOSIE.

JOSIE Notice to vacate! I don’t understand…

PAULA Amos never owned the land. He was a squatter!

JOSIE A squatter! After all … Why are you fixing the shack? 

PAULA Thought I might stick around and see what happens.

JOSIE You mean here?

PAULA I like this place. And my EX-friend reckons it would be unfair to 
Princess Leia — MY EX-cat — to give her back after all this time. 
[Pause]  Nothing for me Down South anymore.

JOSIE But they’ve told you to go; you don’t want to get mixed up with 
the government!

PAULA Well. You know what old Amos used to say. 

JOSIE What?

PAULA Easier to get a …
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PAULA & JOSIE … pardon than a permit!

PAULA and JOSIE clink glasses.

A CASSOWARY gives a deep-throated rumble from the 
edge of the forest. One stands cryptically in the nascent 
foliage. Can you see it?

THE END

* No cassowaries were harmed in the creation of this play.
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Education notes
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About the Play
Old Amos leads an eccentric life hidden deep in the tropical rainforest of Far 
North Queensland’s Cassowary Coast. He’s a bohemian eco-warrior, a spiritual 
eclectic and a cantankerous loner but for the occasional visit from his mysterious 
neighbour, Josie. His idyllic existence living amongst the Orange-Footed 
Scrubfowl and the elusive Southern Cassowary, however, is endangered when his 
estranged daughter Paula moves in. She has her eyes on his precious real estate. 
She has plans. Over my dead body, thinks Amos. He may be right.

GENRE: Comedy, Far North Queensland style

RUNNING TIME: Approx. 1 hour 25 minutes with no interval

AUDIENCE INFORMATION: Rated PG: Includes scenes with mild coarse 
language, mild depictions of violence in a stylised, theatrical or historical way, 
discreet references to sex, some partial nudity. JUTE advises strobe lighting effects, 
smoke haze, loud gunshot sound effects and simulated cyclone effects.

About the Playwright
Language and story have always played a lead role in playwright Laurie Trott’s 
life. As a published poet, she has used language as a prism to focus and record the 
essence of the natural world and pay tribute to the amazing lives of wild creatures 
all the way from ants to elephants. 

Born in Queensland’s Wet Tropics, Laurie has lived and worked in the distant 
corners of Australia. She was awarded first-class honours in Screen Arts at Curtin 
University for a script set in the WA Pilbara.

Her use of language, honed through a career as a metropolitan journalist and 
tested through many stage performances in community theatre, is now brought 
into a powerful combination with the intricate web of life in the tropical rainforest 
through her play To Kill a Cassowary.

Laurie’s love of nature and detailed knowledge of the Wet Tropics rainforest’s 
ancient legacy resonate through the play, highlighting the conflict between the 
need to protect and preserve the environment and the potent demands of human 
greed and ambition.

Laurie and her journalist husband Peter live on a forested block on the outskirts 
of Mission Beach where cassowaries wander through from the adjoining World 
Heritage Area in search of rainforest fruit.
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Before the show
The play is set in the Wet Tropics south of Cairns, where there is an abundance 
of unique wildlife and plants. Research why the Wet Tropics of Queensland is 
considered so special and why animals like the cassowary are endangered.

Explore the rehearsal blog at jute.com.au/backstage/backstage-to-kill-a-
cassowary/ to read more about how plays are developed and rehearsed.

See photos of the set at jute.com.au/backstage/backstage-to-kill-a-cassowary. 
Discuss the design elements of the show (lighting, sound, projection, set, 
costume) and make predictions about this production of To Kill A Cassowary. 
eg. How might the design elements create a sense of living amid the rainforest? 
How might cassowaries be represented on stage, and what elements will be used 
to depict a cyclone?

See the rehearsal galleries at jute.com.au/backstage/backstage-to-kill-a-
cassowary/ discuss what is meant by the term ‘creative team’ and how such a 
large team of artists with separate areas of expertise collaborate effectively to 
make a single work of art.

Hear Director Bridget Boyle and the set/costume designers discuss the play at 
jute.com.au/backstage/backstage-to-kill-a-cassowary/. Bridget speaks about 
the ‘physical comedy’ of the play, calling the play genre a family ‘dramedy’ and 
references the ‘non-human characters’ in the play. Discuss each of these comments, 
and make predictions about the play’s performance style, tone, and design.

Watch the playwright’s interview for the play jute.com.au/backstage/backstage-
to-kill-a-cassowary/ to understand more about her writing journey and what 
she is trying to achieve with To Kill A Cassowary.
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Post-show activities
Discuss this moment in the play:

JOSIE Shame you can’t lock the place up! People have got to 
live somewhere.

What is she implying about rainforest management? Discuss how you feel 
about the tension between preserving the rainforest and people’s need to live 
and work here?

What contemporary and local issues does this production conjure in your 
mind? In what ways is this play relevant to 2020 Australia?

Do you believe Paula had every right to expect to inherit the land from her father?

Look at the production photos and designer sketches at jute.com.au/backstage/
backstage-to-kill-a-cassowary/. Discuss how design was used in the play. 
Discuss the light and shade, the representation of forest creatures, and the use of 
sound. Can you identify any symbolic meaning in these design choices?

The play’s theme is inheritance. In what ways does the idea of inheritance relate 
to the environment and conservation?

Research the poem My Country by Dorothea Mackellar. Why might the playwright 
have chosen to include a reference to this iconic Australian poem in her play?


